
Leitz Ergo Cosy Anti Fatigue Mat
The Leitz Ergo Cosy Anti Fatigue Mat is the perfect standing desk mat to
help create a comfortable and active workspace. Designed to promote a
healthy posture, improve circulation and provide strong sole support,
resulting in reduced fatigue and leg and foot pain that can be caused by
prolonged standing. Made from strong, soft foam for enhanced
durability in high traffic areas to ensure the mat will not tear or lose
shape over time. The cushioned mat is perfect for the home office to use
with socks or barefeet. With it's minimalist design and modern velvet
grey finish, this stylish rubber floor mat will improve health and
wellbeing by effortlessly creating the perfect active working set-up.
Combine with other Leitz Ergo products for an inviting and flexible
workspace that keeps you moving all day.
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Attributes

- Stylish and ergonomically designed anti fatigue
floor mat, perfectly complements a standing
desk or workstation

- The cushioned mat is perfect for the home
office to use with socks or barefeet

- Engineered shock absorption ensures healthy
posture, stimulates blood circulation and
provides strong sole support

- Tested and recommended by the German IGR
Institute for Health and Ergonomics, according
to DIN 26800 EN ISO 15537

- Helps reduce fatigue and leg and foot pain that
can be caused by prolonged standing

- Compact design with a handle making it ideal
for use at home and in the office, can be easily
stored away when not in use

- Made from strong, soft foam for enhanced
durability in high traffic areas to ensure the mat
will not tear or lose shape over time

- Wipe clean material: please do not clean with
alcohol based cleaning products

- Plastic free packaging

- The Leitz Ergo Cosy range combines style with
premium quality to create a healthy and active
work environment

Specifications
Number 53690089

Colour Velvet Grey

Dimensions (W x H x D) 457 x 20 x 560 mm

Weight 1020 g

Pallet quantity 72

EAN code 4002432129614
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